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I. ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this report is to present ::the assumptions and equations 
used to conduct reactor plant load transient studies on the analog 
computer. The study was performed to determine the magnitude of reactor 

·cooling water temperature ~nd volume variations caused by secondary plant 
load transients, and to es1'/ablish the size of the pressurizer which would 
be capable of limiting the cooling water pressure variations caused by 
the volume surges •. 

i 
--~·1 

II. INTRODUCTION 

During steady state operation of the reactor plant, the heat transferred 
from the core fuel to the.cooling water equals the heat transferred from 
the water to the steam generator tubes, so the heat content of the water 
remains constant.· A change in electrical load produces a change in steam 
flow and temperature, resulting in an unbalance in the heat into and out 
of the cooling wate·r. The resulting change in heat content of the cooling 
water produces a surge of water into or out of the pressur,izer, and the 
steam volume in the pressurizer acts as a spring to absorb the volume 
surges. 

The change in temperature of the cooling water at the steam generator is 
felt at the reactor core after a time delay which depends upon the velocity 

.of the cooling water and the length of piping and header volumes between 
the steam generator tubes and the reactor' core. The.change in average 
temperature of the water flowing through the core produces a change in 
reactivity due to the moderator, or water, negative temperature coefficient, 
which in turn produces a change in core power in the desired direction. 
The magnitude of the load change, the piping time delay, and the negative 
temperature coefficient will determine the magnitude of the change in 
cooling water heat content or in the volume surge felt in the pressurizer. 
The volume surge produces a pressure change which depends upon the initial 
steam and water volumes in the pressurizer vessel. 

Knowledge ·of the expected electrical system load transients and results of 
the computer studies of various load transients can be used to establish a 
criterion for which transients must be limited by auxiliary control systems, 
such as reactor control rod or turbine steam valve controls, and which 
transients may be limited by the negative temperature coefficient alone. 
The established criterion and the ailowable variations in pressure are.used 
to determine the volume of t.he pres.surizet. vessel and the quantities of 
water and steam occupying the pressurizer volume. 

- 4 -
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

Results of a computer study based on the analysis presented in this report 
will provide the necessary information for sizing the reactor plant 
.pressurizero Several of the assumptions made herein are on the conservative 
side. As an example, 'the surge volume is calculated on the basis of 
constant reactor coolant pressure •. The coolant pressure'change will 
actually tend to reduce the volume surge~ so the maximum volume surge or 
pressure change for a given load transient should be less than that determined 
by this analysis. .The heat storage of the pressure vessels and piping 
would also tend to dampen or reduce the ·rate at which reactor coolant 
temperature changes dur~ng a transiento A pressurizer size based on 
isentropic compression of the steam volume is conservative, since steam 
is condensed during the positive surge·transient. 

The computer study will provide other information that is useful in the 
design of the reactor plant. Volume surge rates will establish a size for 

.-the pressurizer safety valves and the connecting pipingo Rates and 
magnitudes of temperature changes will provide information necessary for 
thermal stress calculationso · Analysis of transient behavior of the un
controlled reactor plant is useful in the design of the reactor control 
systems .. 

. ." ·. 

- 5 -
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IV o EQUATIONS AND' ASSUMPTIONS -

Ao REACTOR NEUTRON KINETICS AND HEAT TRAN,SFER 

The generation of heat in the reactor core is directly proportional to 
the thermal neutron density, and can be expressed by 

qf = o<n 

where qf = {).eat generated in· the core, Btu/sec. 

<" = proportionality constant, Btu•cm3/neutron sec 

n = thermal neutron density, neutrons/cm3 

( 1) 

Variations in the core fuel temperature, the reactor water. temperature 
and pressure, and the -posi ti.on .. ef···the-· control rods produce changes in 
core reactivity which;-·fr(.turn 1 change the thermal neutron density. 
The rate of change of thermal neutron density is expressed by: 

. dn ok-8 · 
dt = 2,* n + 

6 

L 
i = 1 

where ·t = time, seconds. 

k = change in reactivity 

8 = fraction of delayed neutrons 

Vf-= prompt neutron lifetime, seconds 

Ai decay constant of the i th group of delayed neutrons 

Ci = concentration of .delayed neutrons emitted;.of gro:up. io 

Ci is defined by 

dCi - Bi n -A1·;c1·: 
dt --p 

(2) 

(2a) 

where Bi refers to the fraction of delayed neutrons of the i· th gro.up • 

. - 6 -
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The heat generated in the fuel is transmitted ·through the fuel and the 
stainless steel fuel cladding to the water flowing through the core, 
and is expressed by the following group of equations:: 

where 

dTm + H . h -1 dt -~ L Tm - Tr 

-T 7 dTr ~ W . J;_ . . 7 
r _; = mrcr dt . Cr [Tr'6 - Tri_/ 

m = mass, lbs 

c =specific heat, Btu/lb-°F 

T average temperature, °F 

T = temperature, °F . 

Hfm =heat transfer coefficient (average), fuel to metal 
cladqing, Btu/sec-°F 

(3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

=heat transfer.-coefficient (average), cladding to water, 
Btu/ sec;.. °F . · . 

W = mass flow rate of water through reactor; lb/sec 

S\lbscripts: f = core fuel 

m = fuel cladding metal 

r = water in core volume· 

. ro = water leaving core 

ri = water entering core 

Bo STEAM GENERATOR HEAT 'r.H.ANSFER 

The heat transmitted by the cooling water to the steam generators is 
transferred through the steam gene.rater tube metal to the saturated · 

7 -
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water surr·aunding the tubes; steam is~generat~d and· transmitted to 
the steam ttir.bine. The following equa~ions express the heat transfer 
in the steam generator: 

(6) 

H /; - 7 = m c dTg + H .f; 7 
bg L Tb - Tg _/ g g dt gs l Tg .. - T~./ ( 7) 

T , 7 = mscs dTs +. ~hs.Lr_Ws W 7 
- s_/ · . · dt + d_/ 

( 8) 

where the subscript b =primary· water in steam generator 

bi = water entering steam generator tubes 

bo = water leaving steam generator tubes 

g = steam generator tube.metal 

s = water and steam on the secondary side 

= heat transfer coefficient (average) primary water to tubes, 
Btu/seci °F 

Hgs =heat transfer coefficient (average), tubes to secondary 
water, Btu/sec-°F· 

6.h5 = difference in feedwater and steam enth~lpies, Btu/lb 

Ws = steam flow to turbine, lb/sec 

Wd = steam flow thro_ugh dump .to condenser lb/sec 

The vertical ·steam gener~tor has a recirculation rate of 10 or more,· 
meaning that the flow of saturated water which is removed from the steam 
by the steam separators is 10 times the flow of feedwater. The saturated 
water mixes with the feedwater in the annular downcomer which surrounds 
the tubes, so that the water entering the heat transfer area around the 

- 8 -
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tubes is practically saturated. On this basis the assumption was made 
that all of the water surrounding the ·tubes is saturated (equations 
7 and 8), and no feedwater heating effect is included. However, the 
feedwater temperature is used to determine the heat required to form 
steam (~h9 in equation 8). · 

C. PIPING TRANSPORT DELAYS 

The reactor cooling wate! is transported to and from the core through 
piping and associated inlet and outlet headers. A change in the 
temperature of th_e water leaving the steam generator is felt in the 
core after a time delay which is dependent on the water flow rate and 
the magnitude of the transport volume. This delay is approximated by 
the expres.sion: 

T . = T - Y£ dTri 
r1 bo . Fe dt 

for the cold leg, or reactor inlet transport volume, and 

;: 

'' 

for the hot leg, or reactor outlet transport volume, 

where v0 ·= cold leg transport volunie, cu ft 

vh = hot leg t~ansport volume, cu ft 

F0 = cold leg flow rate, cu ft/sec 

Fh = hot leg flow rate, cu ft/sec 

Do SURGE VOLUME 

(9) 

(10) 

In order to determine the surge voiume caused by an unbalance in heat 
R.drlition and removal during load transients, .the expression 

' ' 

(11) 
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taken from equations (5) and (6), is integrated in time by the computer, 
·resulting in: 

6Qs m f qs dt (12) 

where6Qs is the heat addition to, or .subtraction from, the reactor 
coolant water, expressed in Btu, at any time t during a load transient. 
The change in average enthalpy of. the reactor coolant water is 

(13) 

where M is the mass of reactor coolant water activity involved in heat 
trans~er, and is assumed to rerna~n constant throughout a transient. 
The specific volume of' the water: varies linearly with enthalpy at 
constant pressure, or · 

~h, cu ft/lb (14) 
p 

and the surge volume. at the pressurizer.is 

!:::..V = ML\vw, cu ft (15) 

or 

(lSa) 

p 

Figure I is a schematic diRgram of the reactor plant neutron.kinetics 
and heat transfer equations. 

E. PRESSURE VARIATION 

The surge volume, l::.V, produces a change in the specific volume of the 
steam, ~vs, in· the pressurizer, or 

b.v =-/JNs 
.. s .Ms (16)' 

where Ms is the initial mass of steam, in lbs, and the negative sign 
is used since a positive surge, coming from the primary system, causes 

- 10·--
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a compression of the steam. The pressure :increase caused by a positive 
surge will depend on the rate and magnitude of th~ surge. Fast, large 
volume surges will result in compressing the steam isentropically since 
only a small amount of steam will be condensed during the fast surge. 
If the positive slirge is slow, the compressed steam will remain close 
to saturated conditions, and the resµlting ·pressure rise will be less 
than that caused by a faster surge hav:ing an equal volumeo Since the 
process is quite complicated,. the more conservative assumption of the 
isentropic compression is used for purposes of sizing the steam volume . 
of the pressurizer-.. For positive surges, the change in pressure is 
expressed by · 

s 

where /),,p = change in pressure, psi 

·oP =constant entropy compression factor, lb2 /in2-ft3 · 
ovs s 

(17) 

The negative surge expands the steam in a saturated process. If the 
water in the pressuri~er is saturated at the initiation of a negative 
surge, part of the water will flash to steam. The mass of steam will 
increase in this case, such that equation (16) will not be correct, and 
an artificial expansion factor which corrects for mass changes must be 
used. Therefore, · · 

.6P = 
F 

is applieable for n~gative surgeo, when the pressurizer water· is 
saturated, where 

(18) 

OP 
~ = flashing water expansion factor, deter.mined from 
oVS . F .:energy balances of the pressurizer during negative 

si.i.rges for various ratios ·of water to total 
pressUI'izer: "v'ol~e·,-_. lb2 /in2-f t3. 

F. COEFFICIENTS 

The coefficients used in the equations, such as heat transfe;r,. specific 
heat, flow. rate, and mass coefficients, do not vary significantly as 
temperature change during load transients. These coefficients, evaluated 
at normal full power and full.flow conditions, were allowed to remain 

- 1·2 -
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constant. In general, the studies wili be·· conducted to note temperature 
and volume changes as a function of initial-power level, step changes 
and rates of change of power; and various moderator or reactor coolant 

. ,negative temperature coefficients. Table I presents the calculated.· 
values of constant coefficients for the 48? MW reactor plant operating 
at 514°F Taverage and 2000_psia. Table II presents the normal values 
of the parameters during full load operation at 482 MW. 

i3 -



TABLE· I .. 
r 

REACTOR PLANT CONSTANT· C:OEFFICIENTS 

Hbg 
Hgs 
M 

Ve 
vh 
w 

. .Cb 

Cf 
Cg 
Cm 

Cr 
Llh8 

l* 
.' ll1b 

mr 
mg 
mm 
mr 
ms cs 
Q( 

. s'i (two group approxllitation). 
'Ai (two group approximation) 

oP 
C>Vs S 

~VW 
p 

18,450 B.tu/sec-°F 

18,450 Btu/sec- °F 
147,000 lbs 
1220 cu .ft 

·. 460 cu ft 
10 ,500 lb/sec 
1.177 ·Btu/lb- °F 
0.019 Btu/lb~°F 
0.15 Btu/lb-°F 
0 .15 Btu/lb- °I<' . 
1.177 Btu/lb-°F 
895 Btu/lb ·. · 
5.5.x 10~5 sec. 
25,430 lb 
60,600 lb 

. 154~000 ·lb. 
10,000 lb 
6360 lb 

.. 1141000 Btu/°F 
. 5.2 x 10-3 Btu-cu.,cm,,/sec-neutrons 

i = 1 . i ~ 2 . 
0.0053 0.002 
0~215 0.0263 

- 15 ,ooo ps:L/(m ft/lb 

. - 1.95 x lo-5 cu ft/Btu. 

..; 14 ... 
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Fe 

.F 
h 

Taverage 

Tc 

Ts team 

TABLE II. 

482 MEGAWATT .. FULL to.AI:i · PLAN'l' PARAMETERS 

. 210.4 cu··ft/sec 

219 .6 cu ft/sec: · 
. . . . . . 

514°F 

•495°F' 

. .:532°F. 

467°F' 

Wd (5% of full flow) · 25S lb/sec 

510. lb/sec Ws 

· · 457 ,OOO Btu/sec 

·.1 . 

.:. 15 .. 
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